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Our replies are in blue colour 

Our Response : Here is the website draft that we have put together working straight after you 

accepted the proposal.  

 

http://www.theresponsivewebdesigns.com/client/leoine/ 

 

Let us know the further steps. If we are to do the rework and let you know the extra effort or refund.  

 

Regards 

rahul  

Client Comments : Thanks for sending this through I really like it! I see how you have gone to the effort 

of laying it out now I can make it easier to find a solution so you won't have to redo all the price list 

edit some parts using the one I sent I can change the prices myself, I will rework it based on what you 

have already done. 

Our Response : Glad that you liked our hard work.  

Kindly provide us the paypal id which needs to be linked to the shop.  

 

Kind Regards 

rahul 

Client Comments : Hi Raul 

 

Sorry about the delay we had our Easter bank holiday. 

 

The PayPal account to link the cart to is xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

For the 3 deals they can be displayed on the relevant slide with a buy now button for each deal. 

 

I will send all the pictures through tomorrow for the items. 

 

Thanks 

Leonie 

Our Response : Hello Leonie, yeah we can add 3 deals on slider with by now button, will look forward 

for the images.  

Will hook the paypal id soon.  

 

Regards 

rahul 

Client Comments :I have added all the photos for the items to the saved area on big stock. i have gone 

through the site and have some changes to be made. 
 

Additions 

1) Add postcode checker (I will purchase the add on soon) 

2) add 3x3 deals to the relevant slide (home help - bedroom slide, desk express - desk slide and 

suitcase service - suitcase) 

3) adjust price list (see attached) 
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4) set minimum spend of £20 for all orders  

 

5) add images to items (black bag images are for 6kg and 12kg) 

6) add testimonials section and FAQs 

 

to be Edited 

1) About us insert text from content 

2) heading text to be the blue colour in bold and pink for normal text 

3) larger image of showing "order in there steps" to have a blue transparent tint to image 

4) collection and delivery times to be from 8am to 8pm in hourly intervals (I will buy the add on soon) 

5) contact us image to be changed to a map of our address area (zip code is WC2H 9JQ) and have a 

pink transparent tint over image, text in white  

6) remove small map next to contact form  

 

To be removed 

1) welcome to city laundry club section to slide  

2) remove thumbnail pics in about us 

 

for now these are the changes to be made i will purchase the add on for the loyalty points, post code 

checker and time slots. 

Client Comments : Oh. 

Sorry i forgot to add the price list it is attached here. I have made is so all the different sections are 

even so they can be laid out like the dry cleaning price list. you can also delete the images near the 

corporate catering and spa list we don't want any images there, as well as the 4 address sections 

above the contact form. 

Our Response: Leonie, I can hardly see any difference in the Content and Layout doc that has been 

sent. And I am really not sure how you want to show those 3x3 deals on slider. There are 9 products in 

those.  

 

Adding those 62 products and arranging them on home page will be at least 3-4 hours of rework which 

needs to purchased via our maintenance hourlie  

 

http://www.peopleperhour.com/hourlie/provide-30-mins-of-maintenance-updates-revisions-fixes-to-

wordpress-website/128821 

Thank you for your understanding and respecting workmanship in advance.  
We will get back in case we have any questions on other points while we are working on them.  
 
 

Client Comments: Hi Rahul, no worries I will purchase the additional rework effort via your 

maintenance hourlie.  I have purchased the plugins for the timings and the postcode checker can you 

let me know what information you need to use the licences. I have done some research and found 

some other loyalty point plug ins that are much cheaper than the one you sent me and do the same 

job. 
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http://codecanyon.net/item/loyalty-rewards-for-woocommerce/2588711 Or this one? 

http://codecanyon.net/item/sumo-reward-points-woocommerce-reward-system/7791451 

 

Our Response:  http://codecanyon.net/item/sumo-reward-points-woocommerce-reward-

system/7791451 is better than the above one.  

 

The reason we suggested the woothemes plugins is coz you never know when the third party would 

stop its support and updates like you see happen for other one which was last updated a year back. 

But this one has been recently updated so it should be work fine for now.  

 

Client Comments:  ok great I will purchase this one then. once I have purchased all the plug in how do I 

send you the information to input them? can we also get some social media icons (Facebook, 

Instagram, twitter icons) on the site too please. have you downloaded the photos I saved in big stock ? 

thanks leonie 

 

Our Response:  There were plenty of images in saved and you should have downloaded those straight 

away. You subscription is ending tomorrow and we have just downloaded 5 images.  

Kindly go ahead download the 5 images that you want us to use on the site and let us know where 

shall we be using it and cancel you subscription else you will be billed tomorrow.  

Once you purchase those plugins provide us the login access and we will download the zip. Or you can 

download the zip and send us.  

Kindly provide us social URL's which we need to link on the site 

 

Client Comments:  2 are in Envato market , 

password: ________________________________ 

user_____________________________________   

 

ok I thought you were downloading the images like you did for the slides, fine I will download 5 and set 

up another one to download the rest. 

trottyzone for the other one see attached 

Our Response: All comment are done  
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